TRAINING, PLACEMENT & STUDENTS' WELFARE DEPARTMENT

Pre-Placement Trainings and Competitions

1. EDUCBA - online sessions(2)
2. Takshashila, Trident -online program
3. Vymigrate an Education Consultancy
4. Philips data science Hackathon
5. Amazon tech competition
6. Codeagon codenation
7. Wipro earthian
8. ADP
9. HackwithInfy - infosys
10. AcesGoPlaces
11. Nagarro's coding challenge
12. Hunar 2.0 - Jaro Education
13. Talent global internship
14. RIVIGO Coding championship
15. TripAdvisor - virtual internship
16. Codevita - TCS
17. OYO Campus crew
18. Bonusapp - "STUDENT ENTREPRENEUR OF THE MONTH CHALLENGE"
19. Internkings - live projects
20. JPMC - online academy careers advice